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Â¡Llama Llama a la cama! Time for bed. Â¡No mÃ¡s drama!  Baby Llama doesn't like to be away

from Mama, not even at bedtime. When Mama goes downstairs, what does he do to get her

attention? Llama Llama causes demaciado drama! It's up to Mama to set things right. Anna

Dewdney's New York Times bestselling book will charm a wider audience of bilingual speakers with

this Spanish translation.
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I bought the Spanish version for my grandson who's babysitter speaks very little English. It was

wonderful. My other grandchildren had loved the English versionfor many years, but this really

helped all of them to appreciate the richness of the Spanish language and also gave the babysitter

an ability to read this very specialstory to him in her native language. The companion stuffed animal

is also a very wonderful toy!Llama Llama Plush

My daughters insist on hearing this book every night. Only a little is lost in the translation--whoever

translated it, did a good job. I rewrote one page because I just didn't like how it was written,

however, overall nice translation. My kids have it memorized, and they won't even let me read it. i



just turn the pages and they do the, "reading."

MI NINO TIENE 2 ANOS Y LE ENCANTA ESTE LIBRO. LAS IMAGENES EN ESTE LIBRO

CAPTURAN LA ATTENCION DE MI NINO. MI HIJO SIEMPRE ESCOJE ESTE LIBRO EN LA

NOCHES. ESTE LIBRO LES ENSENA HACER PACIENTE A LOS NINOS. MUY

RECOMENDADO.

I started reading this book to my daughter when she was 15 months old, I bit too long at the time but

she still laid quietly to listen to the story. Now at 2 1/2 years old, she's definitely engaged in the story

line and absolutely loves the book. By the end of the story she's ready to sleep without fussing. The

Spanish is acceptable, though not very competitive.

This book is every bit as wonderful as the English version! My son love it. You can't go wrong with

Llama Llama!

I wish they would translate the other books into Spanish, as we read primarily Spanish books in our

house.PUBLISHER - Translate more LLAMA books into Spanish, please!!! :)

So nice that this book is printed in Spanish. The Llama llama series is absolutely adorable & this

was a great addition to our library for our Spanish-speaking babysitter

We love this book in Spanish and English. Super cute and a great bedtime read. Muy dulce y

divirtido para leer antes de dormir.
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